
Discussion:

Physics Benchmarks for Lepton Colliders

Purpose of Benchmarks:

Probe efficacy of Muon Collider   (cone angle, bkgnds,  pol., L , dE/E , E)

Compare and contrast e+e- and µ+µ− machines:

Energy reach?  

Luminosity?   Luminosity?   

polarization?   

dE/E ? 

Test physics discovery potential against background and geometry issues

Benchmarks should be robust as the new physics emerges at LHC

Provide useful issues for detector simulation studies

e.g., how is forward WW fusion impacted by cone blockout?

how is reconstruction affected by polarization, dE/E?



Discussion points:

(1) Supersymmetry full model simulations

(2) Extra Dimensions:  KK Modes (Moose models)

(3) Contact Interactions

(4) Z’  Narrow Resonances

(5) WW, WZ , ZZ fusion processes

(6) Higgs and Multi-Higgs  (H0 A0   Resonances)

(7) Dark Matter (gamma + missing E)

(8) New Strong Dynamics 

(9) Standard Model Physics



(1)  Full Scale SUSY Simulations  (M. Battaglia)



Which model(s) to simulate? E.g.:



This is an Industry Standard in e+e- machine studies.

Illustrate strength of polarization and energy resolution

in reconstruction and physical parameter determination

Battaglia:



Battaglia:

Higgs



Battaglia:



Subset of processes may be 

particularly illustrative owing to complexity; e.g.

Study advantage of small dE/E in mass

determination from sharp kinematic edges:

Study severity 

of forward cone obstruction



(1)  SUSY  Discussion:

Is there a standard SUSY model for this (as there was in ILC era)?  

The electron and muon communities should agree upon this.

Should we take these models seriously?  They are probably not likely

to be realistic contenders anymore (e.g., fine tuning), or are they?  Robust?

Advantage:  they offer rather well defined complex processes worthy of study. Advantage:  they offer rather well defined complex processes worthy of study. 

Industry standard.

Strategy: Can we abstract generic sub-processes from these models 

and analyze them to thoroughly in both machines?  

(eg,    

Can the sophisticated analysis software for e+e- be adapted to MC? 

Who will undertake this and when?



(2)  ED’s,  KK Modes, Moose Models 



Assess effect of Beamstrahlung , 

initial state radiation

Illustrative benchmark processes involving KK mode production:



Systematize the discussion of models using  

“deconstruction” (= Moose models)

Overlap with generic models, e.g., strong 

dynamics, Little Higgs



Example: Two dynamical models as deconstructed ED

Chi quarks



Production of  pairs of (KK mode) fermions:

σµ+µ− −> e+e-=
s / (TeV)2

87 fb σprocess of interest
Rprocess of interest = σe+e- −> µ+µ−

Eichten’s formula:

e.g.  R of “chi quarks”  = O(1)  approximately

If chi quark mass is 1.5 TeV, require a  > 3 TeV

machine, and approximately  N fb-1 to produce 

N pairs!

chi ->  t + Z    (top seesaw, Little Higgs theories)



Gunion:

cth: I view this as a form of technicolor, m -> 600 GeV



(2) ED’s,  KK Modes, Moose Models  Questions:

Similar issues as with SUSY models: which models to simulate?

Which sub-processe are optimal benchmarks?

It is unlikely we’ll see the emergence of a full ED. We’ll probe lowest

modes, but are these really KK modes of an ED?

Note that many dynamical models have (deconstruction) descriptions 

In terms of KK modes.  At low energies these classes ofIn terms of KK modes.  At low energies these classes of

objects are usually indistinguishable from ED:  4th gen condensation, top seesaw, 

Little Higgs (anything that can be represented by a Moose = deconstruction).

Perhaps we should enlarge the scope of this benchmark to include

Non-SUSY dynamical models? (eg, subsume strong dynamics?)

“Moose Models”?

What do we simulate?



(3)   Contact Interactions: Eichten:



(3)   Contact Interactions Questions:

Contact interactions should be easy to treat fully and are potentially

Illustrative of polarization (chiral contact terms), geometry (cone obstruction)

and energy reach Issues.

Include quasielastic ops with mu+mu -> light f + f

mu+mu -> top + top

mu + mu -> WW, ZZ, etc.mu + mu -> WW, ZZ, etc.

Does more work remain to be done here? (beyond Eichten + Keller) 



Gunion: (4)



Eichten:



(4)   S-channel Resonances Questions:

My personal view:  This may the single most important issue 

governing the possibility of having a muon collider.  It is also likely 

to be ruled in or out by LHC soon. If Z’ exists we can contemplate a 

low luminosity first MC (e.g., Neuffer’s talk)

Many Z’s to study; various final states, compelled in some models

Study dependence of sensitivity vs parameters, eg,  Γ/M  and Br’s.



(5)  Fusion Processes

Eichten:



Gunion:



Gunion:



Overlap with New Strong Dynamics:
Top Seesaw has a very heavy (TeV), broad composite Higgs accessible

In the fusion production WW -> Higgs   (Chivukula, Dobrescu, Georgi, Hill)



(5)  Fusion Processes Questions:

Fully simulate measurement of broad heavy TeV scale Higgs

Probe energy reach and detector geometry (forward cone).

List of candidate fusion processes?  E.g. q qbar production



(6)       Higgs and MultiHiggs   
Eichten:



Eichten:



Battaglia:



Battaglia:



Higgs and MultiHiggs:   H0 A0   Resonances  (Gunion, Han, Cline)

Gunion:



Higgs and MultiHiggs   H0 A0   Resonances  (Gunion, Han, Cline)

Gunion:



Gunion:



(6)  Higgs and Multi-Higgs Questions:

This requires thought about strategy and where it fits in the larger

framework.



Fox:

(7)  Dark Matter at Colliders



Fox:

(Z’s ?)

“Dark Matter contact terms” with

associated radiated gauge boson



Fox:



(7)  Dark Matter Questions:

Need to study and generate basic plots for high energy 

lepton colliders.  We need this paper asap.

γ + missing ET,  and    Z + missing ET

Is this a subset of contact terms?  

High energy machine may produce the mediator. 

Urgently needs a study; this is a sexy topic.



New Strong Dynamics  (Martin) 

Standard Model and other issues  (eg, QCD Giele and Stavenga)



Eichten:



Process          Observables        Experimental                   Theoretical              Strategy

considerations              considerations

Z’                           M,  Γ energy scale = M  ?                  coupling strength           first priority if 

couplings               beam energy resolution                    L – R   chiral            confirmed at LHC;

final states             initial state polarization ?              compelling models     may enable low-L

cone size                                                                       machine

WW fusion              M                              beam energy                         coupling strength             High priority 

couplings               initial state polarization                 strong dynamics             if no low mass 

states?                           cone size   !                     (broad TeV scale Higgs)    Higgs at LHC

Is this the top five?

SUSY                many states                 beam energy resolution          Mainstream theory          Simply depends

decay chains               initial state polarization          perturbative dynamics     upon confirmation

m’s, Br’s, σ’s missing ET   cone size          MSSM or  else?                       at LHC

Dark Matter          γ or Z          cms frame is known                 Very interesting                 High priority

+ missing ET              initial state polarization?       how powerful  are limits?    appears easy to do

missing ET   cone size         Need the paper asap !                                    

Contact Term


